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10
people

was introduced to the 
life as Viking. Storm and 
rain changed the 
activities.

Viking for an evening
Danfoss AC – learning for life

MAKING MODERN LIVING POSSIBLE



September 14th at 4 pm the Sebbe crew met at the harbor in Augustenborg to prepare 
the boat for the event. But it was blowing a “pelican” and heavy dark clouds build up like a 
wall in the vest. It was looking very wet and seemed to be ready to drown the participants.

At 4.30 pm the guests arrived dressed in thin clots. The sun was still shining but with the 
hard wind skipper decided to cancel the sailing. At this stage the guests was disappointed, 
but safety and dry guest is a very good thing. Honestly they were happy – small boat, lot 
of wind and rain – not the best combination.

The alternative program started by entering the big vikingboat Sebbe Als where the crew 
told about the boat and the history. Then they went to the Naust (boathouse) by car.

Well arrived they had a look around – the dark clouds came closer and it was decided 
to start some competition. Two teams were built and the first activity rope pulling was 
started – this gave not only a winning team, but a lot of fun. Mead (Viking beer) was 
served to the tired people, and they liked it!
Throwing a stone is easy, but if the weight is 7 – 8 kg it is not that easy. More interesting 
strategies/tactics was developed and tested – this also gave a winner.
Then dinner was served – wild pork with salad and good beer from micro breweries.
After dinner coffee was served and a lecture about the vikings was held. To compensate 

for the missing sailing the participants got a book about the history of Sebbe Als.
The arrangement stopped 9.30 pm, as there was a program for the next day.
The crew thanks all the participants for a nice evening.

Women power when 
it is best!

Full focus on a 
powerfull woman


